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This report will refer to the treatment of juveniles at Les Chenes, who have made allegations that they
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have been the subjects of assaults by members of the staff. It will also identify areas of concerns
regarding procedural practices.

This investigation follows the initial disclosure by
of La Preferance)

to

During this investigation an allegation of indecent assault on
was also identified. A
complaint statement was recorded fro
. It is alleged that
a part
time care worker grabbed him by the testicles and pulled him back into the secure area. At this time
was in the Secure Unit being supervised by
and another part-time member of staff
will say that he used a restraining hold whereby it would have been
own arm that
touched his testicles and not his own hand
another member of staff will say
had hold of
testicles.
Background
On Sunday 4th May 2003,
his pending placement at La Preferance.

of La Preferance) discussed with
as due to transfer from Les Chenes to La

Preferance.

During their conversation
disclosed to
his concerns regarding the
treatment of the children who were either attending or remanded at Les Chenes.
dentified
assaults on the pupils by staff and also areas of concern regarding procedural practices.

Les Chenes School is primarily a secure school that caters for the more difficult children. Some of the
students are there voluntarily; some are remanded to Les Chenes pending their Court appearance. On
occasions the court also remanded children into care under a place of safety order.

The areas of concern disclosed by

are as follows

Whilst sat at the dining room table
took hold of
tapped the side of
head
then retaliated by hitting
of his head with the palm of his hand. It was also alleged that he convinced
formal complaint

elbow and lightly
twice on the back
ot to make a

lapped
full force across the face after
had 'bitch
slapped' him in fun. ('Bitch Slap' a name given to a game played by the inmates of Les Chenes referring
to a light tap on the face).
When

is restrained he gets a two hour restraint and that his head is thumped onto the

ground.
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All the male staff use Police restraints. They push their arms up their backs if the kids are not
responding, in order to get them into secur
as allegedly told the kids
that if they do not do certain things he will give them a bad Court report and that he can send them down
for a long time. He also encourages them to 'grass' and he has also threatened to rip their rooms apart if
they are caught smoking.

Following this disclosure by
reported the matter to Phil DENNETT,
Services Manager, Childrens Service who in turn forwarded the complaint to the Police Family
Protection Team via Sarah BRACE, Childrens Service.
The Police and Childrens Service know all the alleged victims in this enquiry,
and
hey are all troubled young men and regular attendees at Les
Chenes.

The Suspects
is a forty nine years old married man with two teenage
The Education
Committee employs him as a full time
Prior to teaching
this subject he was responsible for teaching
has twenty seven years
experience as a teacher.
He is also employed as a part time care worker at Les Chenes where he works the occasional shifts
either during the evenings or at weekends. He is not contracted to specific hours. His shifts are normally

arranged at short notice asking him to cover a particular period. He has worked up to thirty hours in one
particular week (6 x 5 hours shifts). However, as explained, this is not always the case and it can vary. It
is voluntary and does not involve teaching.

has described himself when teaching as 'strict with a sense of humour'. (a lot of the kids say
I'm firm but fair). He has also identified the differences in dealing with the pupils at L
and
those attending Les Chenes. The Les Chenes kids are much more difficult, more volatile, harder work,
more challenging and unpredictable.

s fifty-three years old he is also employed full time by the Education Committee
as a teacher. He has thirty-one years experience and is currently teaching the alternative curriculum at
He is also employed as a part time care worker at Les Chenes. Again his duties are not

specific and when he is required to work he is also contacted at short notice. His duties do not include
teaching.

Statement
escribes the evening when he was in the dining room with the rest of the
ing meal. Members of staff were supervising them
and
were sat at a table opposite him some 1.5 to 2 metres awa
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then reached forward and moved
rm towards
chest
does not believe that there was any contact.
then retaliated by punching
wice to the back of the head with the palm of his hand. He also describes that

although

re bent inwards and considerable force was used. He cannot recall if
was seated or
not. He also stated that he was not aware of any bad feeling prior to this incident however he describes

as looking angry before and after the incident.
He also describes how
and
were seated in the day room when an argument
ensued between the two
then restrained
by putting his arm right up his back.
was
then ushered into the vestibule/secure area. The door was shut behind them and
claims he
could hear
shouting, "Stop banging my head on the floor".
On another occasion
has alleged that he was in the day room and that he was playing a game
with
alled 'Bitch Slapping'. Apparently everyone in the room knew it was only a game
and that they were joking.
was smiling when he approache
from the front and
gently tapped him on the face. (He wouldn't have been surprised and reacted by slapping me) The
response was a hard slap back whic
claims stung him.
also highlighted procedural problems namel
court reports which would either make or break him.

threatened

with bad

as concerned, because he was due in

court on a Grave and Criminal charge.

had also bribed

or information when J

an away. He received

a can of coke and a crunchy for giving information as to where
may be. The staff let the inmates
smoke cigarettes within Les Chenes, which contravenes the twenty-four hour, no smoking policy. The
inmates are also allowed to wrestle on mats under supervision and occasionally it becomes quite
aggressive with the contestants 'battering each other'. On another occasion the mat was covered in dried

blood and the wrestling was allowed to continue without the mats being cleaned. It has also been alleged
that
has wrestled
after being wound up by
These
matters relating to procedural practises are to be dealt with internally vi
)
Statement
Two statements have been recorded fro

. One before the interview with

and one

afterwards.

xplains that the evening meal had finished and that the inmates were throwing food around.
eemed to be in a good mood.
was talking to his brother
when
joined them. Both
and
arted to mess about by grabbing each other's hands and then
attempting to bang it onto the table. The next thing he can remember is that
is standing behind
him with one hand on the back of his chair and the other hand on the back o
chair.
During this game
upward direction towards
LI 10P
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arm and
Immediately he felt two bangs to the back of his head, (At this time I could not tell if
he punched me or used the palm of his hand. He used a fair bit of force).
immediately got to
his feet and confronted
he was also verbally abusive to him°
tried to calm the
situation by apologising to
has also alleged that a short time later he was speaking to
who again apologised
for losing his temper.
did not respond to this apology an
said (It won't go to
court because I would just apologise to you and you dad in court). He also explained how he was hit in
the chin and that it had hurt him. He again apologised for losing his temper and that he did not mean to
hit him. He then showed
ow he punched him. This has been described as two quick karate
style punches, one from each hand. The palm of the hand was prominent with his knuckles bent inwards.

Statement (2) It has been identified that
was present during the alleged assault on his brother by
n the secure area. He did not disclose this information during his original statement therefore
he was asked if he recalled the incident. He has no recollection of any incident involving his brother and

Statement:
has explained how he was sat in the dining room on a different table to
meal. He then heard

ating his evening

say, "if you touch me again, I will badly hurt you". He then turned to face

the main part of the dining room and observed
standing behind his brothers chair with his left
hand on the back of that chair and his right hand on the back of
chair.
He then explains how
ook hold of his brother's hand that causes
elbow to strike
somewhere near the mouth/chin
immediately hit
on the back of the head with
his right hand and then his left hand. The punches have been described as Karate punches with the heel
of the hand. Both punches were described as being hard with the second even harder.

A couple of days after this inciden

aske

why he did it.

replied,

("The first one", (he then moved his arm forward repeating the move) " was 'Boom' to get him away and
the second was 'Boom' to what are you doing". He again repeated the movement] on both the occasions
that he demonstrated the punches the heel of his hand was prominent.

(Indecent Assault on
:
describes how
and another member of staff
were
supervising him in the Secure area. He remembers watching a video then getting up to walk along the
corridor. When half way along the corridor
alked up behind him and put his hand between
legs and grabbed hold of his testicles. He recalls seeing another member of staff
and his brother
come through the door
immediately said, "What are you doing, put him
down".
id not reply or let go of J
e next thing J
an recall is being back in secure.
has describe
grip as quite firm however it did not hurt.
has also described that one evenin
Lll OP
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using the Gym
went to the toilet and upon his return he told
was naked and that he had made no effort to cover himself up.

that

In relation to the alleged incident described by
hereby J
ad his arm pushed up his back
and he was then ushered into Secure and it is then suggested that he had his head banged onto the floor.
did not disclose this incident during his statement.
Statement
Two statements have been recorded from

One before the interview with

afterwards. Statement (2) was to corroborate/negate account given by

and one

during interview.

has four and a half years experience working for the Social Services as a Care Worker. He has held
nd part-time positions during this period. He works three shifts per week at Les Chenes
was

when he attended Les Quennevais School, and as far as he is concerned there

has never been any problems between them.

Statement (1
when

has stated that he was in the corridor outside of secure accompanied by
ame out of secure to speak to his brother
who was on his way

out to the Ball Court. The conversation would have been brief.

escribes

as his usual self, a

bit lippy and a bit hyper. He was not causing any unnecessary problems.

Almost immediately
me up behind J
nd put his arm through J
egs and grabbed
his testicles. (Although I did not see his hands on J
esticles it was apparent that he had grabbed
hold of them, because
doubled over as if in some discomfort).
hen pulled
backwards
some ten feet or so until he was in his room. (It was apparent that

was in some discomfort and on

his tiptoes).
goes on to explain that there was no excuse for

actions and that he appeared to have a

t deal of satisfaction in the way he had control ove

. Following a conversation with

they both agreed tha
actions were unnecessary and unacceptable. During the four and a half
years
has been with the Childrens Service he has never experienced any member of stafftreat any

of the kids in this way.
is also of the opinion that

ctions towards

were not sexual but more of a power

trip.

Statement (2) Prior to the incident
had been watching television with
and
(
was
his usual self a bit lippy, sometimes verbally abusive, occasionally refusing t
what he was told but
nothing of real concern. I noticed a constant banter betwee

and

gave as

good as he got, both appeared to enjoy the banter. It didn't appear to me that there was any friction on
either part.
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Although

cannot remember where he was immediately before the incident his first recollection is

that he was stood in the hallway outside of secure. He explains that
should not have left Secure
without being escorted and
would have known this. To leave the room he would have had to leave

the room very quickly and without permission. (My first recollection of this incident is when I am in the
hallway. I saw
run out of secure, I heard
was calling him back. I was not really concerned by

call

[ cannot recall the exact words, but he
behaviour other than the fact that he had run

out of secure and that he was mixing with the other children.)
again explains how
rabbed
however he cannot say where his other arm was. It may
been used to guide him back during this incident
was standing parallel to
nd
When they were back in secure comments were exchanged betwee
and
about what had
happened. The comments were kept light-hearted
may have commented on the way
had
grabbed him because there was banter going on between them.
was very hyper which
interpreted as
being upset. At one point
had to shout at
to stop him being lippy. He
was told that he would go back in his cell if he continued with this behaviour.
then settled down to
watch television.

by

has been trained by the Social Services in the art of restraint. He explains that the technique used
would not form part of the training he received.

Statements
Two statements have also been taken from

. One before and one after the interview with

Statement (2) to corroborate/negate account given by
Statement (1)
is employed full time as a care worker at Les Chenes, a position she has held
for the past eighteen months. On the evening of the incident with
and
he was the
only full time member of staff on duty, and therefore she was in charge of the building.
was in the day room and heard what she thought was play fighting coming from the secure
vestibule.
was the only person in secure at this time when she heard
say, "Get off
did not sound frightened when saying this and there was no other conversation.

ent to the door leading to the secure vestibule and open it. She cannot recall why she went
a, it was either to allow
o use the toilet or for him to collect his trainers on
the ball-court. Upon opening the door she could see
standing in the corridor to her right.
was stood outside of the secure room door with
standing behind him. Everything appeared
normal however
appeared hot and bothered
then started to walk towards
and when

he took his first step

grabbed

by the testicle

immediately told

to put

him down.

put his hand, I think it was his right hand between
LI 10P
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come between

legs and was now holding

testicles and groin area.)

half turned toward
as if to say 'get ofF. He could not really move due to the way he was
being held and he appeared embarrasse
e was pulled backwards into secure and out of sight of

(When I first saw it I thought it was all a joke,
appeared to me to be joking.
was smiling, to me it appeared tha
found this funny.)
At the time
id not give this incident much thought however later that evening she realised
that
ad stepped over the boundaries required by a person
tion care. On reflection she
describes his behaviour as unacceptabl
has described
as generally good with the
kids however he does wind them up. It is not believed that he does this to be awkward, but to be seen to
be one of the boys and to be funny. However it does not come across that way to others.

Statement (2
has again described how
placed his hand through
legs and
grabbed hold of his testicles/groin area. She has also explained that
hands were out attempting to
hold onto the door frame as he was pulled backwards through the door, therefore nowhere near his

testicles. The manoeuvre described by
whereby it is alleged that he pulled one of
hands
between hid legs and held him from behind was also explained to
She can categorically say
that this is not the case.

Statement

(Describing the incident in the dining room involvin

an

as in the dining room supervising the evening meal, which had just finished. He describes
re as volatile and that the kids were excitable however there were no major concerns.

He was helping to clear the plates from the tables assisted b
. He was stood four to five
feet away from the table where
ere seated.
may have also been seated at the table
was standing behind and leaning over
as either talking to the boys or collecting their dishes.
He then recalls seeing
trike
on the head with an open hand and he did not know why. He
explains that he did not see the full incident but caught part of the incident in his peripheral vision, and
that
e-coiled and may have taken a step back and in one motion caught
on the side of the
head with his right hand. He has described this action by
as just a clip.
Suddenly the atmosphere changed from being silly to hostile.
most vocal saying, "get him done etc".

and

tood up with

being the

remained very quiet throughout this. The priority was then to

clear the dining room to restore some order.
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Following this
and
remained in the dining room in the company of
explained that it was an accident and tha
had taken hold of his arm and caused it to hit
in the mouth. Throughout the conversation
epeatedly apologised to
explaining
that he was wrong and that he had only reacted to being hit in the mouth.
appeared genuinely
remorseful an

appeared to accept his apology. Ten minutes or so later both

seated watching television when

offered his hand to

which

and

ere

accepted by shaking

hands.

later apologised to
or causing this situation in the dining room he was instructed
to make an entry into the daily log outlining this incident.
ountersigned this entry.
Interview
On Thursday 22nd May 2003
voluntarily attended at the Police station where he was arrested
on suspicion of committing an indecent assault on
and an assault on
Also present wa
legal representative Barrister Mark HARRIS,
Detective Constable 145 Carter and Detective Sergeant ll Begin conducted the interview in interview
room 4 at RBPS between 14:02 and 16:02 hours. The interview consisted of three tapes now identified
as exhibits BC/1, BC/2 and BC/3 respectively. The transcripts to these tapes are identified as exhibits
BC/1 c BC/2c and BC/3c respectively.

Alleged assault on
in dining room.
xplained that he had just finished eating
and he went across to give
a glass of orange. He leant over the shoulders of
ho was on his r
ho was on his left-hand side and placed the drink
in front of
He was then struck in the mouth and chin by an elbow however at the time he
did not know whose elbow it was as he was looking across at
and so taken off
guard. He then grabbed the elbow with his right hand.
at that time was beginning to
stand up so he swept his left hand towards him in a 'pushing away' movement. He believes he caught

on the bridge of the nose and forehead, which he describes as forceful.
has denied punchin
t you". He also denie
karate punche
r explaining to

twice to the head or saying, " If you touch me again, I will
ation whereby he demonstrated to
how he
how he had hit him.

Naked in the shower room
had taken a shower and was drying himself when
walked in and went to the toilet.
urned his back on
not to expose himself.
then walked out returning a short time later to throw water over
categorically denies any untoward behaviour towards
Restraining

Again

categorically denied restraining

and banging his

head on the floor when in the area of secure.
Lll OP
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Indecent assault on

On the evening in questio

accompanied by

were supervising
in secure
had been watching television with the secure door open. The
reason for the door remaining open was that
apparently had a severe bout of flatulence.

lso explained that there had been some animosity between
and another one of the boys
(unidentified) and that
had been mouthing off wanting to 'Do' him and bash him.
At this time the other children were on the ball-court, access to this court is via the secure vestibule. It is

alleged that
heard noises coming from outside that suggested the children were due to come inside.
was out of his seat and out of the door and into the vestibule within three second.
ediately got up and followed him, and tried to talk
back into secure. He explains that his
colleague
was fairly slow out of his seat and he perceived tha
was going to kick off in a 'big
way'.

I tried talking to

to come back into secure, he swore profusely at me and then it was a case of how

do we get this guy back into secure before an incident of violence happens, so I made a decision there
and then. I got hold of
hand, his right hand. Pulled his right hand down put my left hand between
his legs from the back got hold of
hand and surprised him by pulling him downwards so
was
now bent double with me holding his hand behind him, saying come on J
back in into secure, lets go.
He was swearing profusely at me and calling me a queer because I had pressure on his testicles however

I did explain to him there and then that if he bent forward it wasn't my hand on his testicles it was his
own arm. So if he bent forwards and walked forward we'll go back into secure and everything will be
fine, if you stand up it will put more pressure on you and we don't want that so come on lets just go into
secure.

Within a minute of being in secure

laims that

a normal couple of hours together.

lso describes

was laughing with him and that they spent
emperament as mountains and

valleys, highs and lows, and that he will go from very aggressive behaviour to that of a pleasant young
man. Following this incident
behaviour was fine therefore
did not feel it necessary to
record the incident in the incident log because "it didn't merit it, it wasn't in my opinion a major incident
up until now".

INTERVIEW:
xplains that on three consecutive nights
him on the face. On each occasio

ame over to him and slapped

used more force. On the first two occasion

him that he was out of order and he should not do this, because it was his personal space
laughed this off, saying he was only joking. On the third occasio
was talking to
he then slappe
hard across the face

told

when

(This was quite a forceful slap, so I put my hand up to protect him, to protect myself and as I brought my
arm up, I clipped him on the side of the head, and the
another student said, Get him
Lll OP
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done for assault, get him done for assault).

(Like the first time he did it, he did do that and he looked as if he was joking, cause you don't know
they're quite volatile, you don't know if they're gonna follow up with anything else. So I went like that to

protect myself, sort of clipped him on the side of his head).
did not enter these incidents into the daily log because he has got a good relationship with
ho did not make an issue of this incident and had this entry been made
may have
lost good behaviour points. In hindsight
grees that an entry should have been made however he
has stated that if an entry were made every time a member of staff was hit, staff would forever be

making entries into the book.
Investigation
Following the disclosure by
he initial investigation centred on the areas he
highlighted. However follow
by
the
brothers without
prompting by any authority also came forward to make official complaints. There is a possibility that
nd the
colluded in making these complaints although they will say that they did
to each other prior to police involvement. Statements were subsequently recorded. With this in
mind a decision was made at an early stage to centre the investigation on their statements and if possible
not to involve other inmates, as there was the concern that their account of events may be tarnished in
favour of their friends and associates.

Summary
As previously explained Les Chenes is primarily a secure school that cater for the more difficult
children. Les Chenes is becoming more and more a remand centre for these children. They cater for very

difficult individuals up to the age of sixteen years old who have generally had a history of emotional
problems, a history of being involved in criminal activities and on occasions certain individuals have
known to be violent.

It would be fair to say that teenagers today are far more aware of their right however that is not to say
they know their responsibilities, this in turn is making the management of these children in care far more
difficult today.
The senior members of staff at Les Chenes are principally schoolteachers adapting to the changing
demands that of a remand school. Part-time staff are also used to resource the running of the school.

This is evident in the case o
Both are employed full-time b

and
cation Committee at other educational establishments and also as

part-time care workers at Les Chenes.
Both are experienced teachers however is that to say that they have the necessary abilities to act as

remand personnel. It was also identified that
L11 OP
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duty on the night of the
approximately eighteen
was

and

ncident was in charge of the building. She has

experience as a care worker

partner in secure that evening

another relatively inexperienced member of staff.

There is an ongoing programme in relation to staff training in restraint. In secure on the previously

mentioned incident,

had been trained in restraint

had not. The point is if someone is in

'secure', they are there for a reason, ideally two people trained in the art of restraint should be allocated
to supervise these occasions. Should a situation arise whereby someone needs restraining the personnel

are trained, therefore minimising risk of injury to all parties.
In practise the minimum of two people would normally be needed to restrain some body. It would also
be of assistance on the evidential trail whereby the person has guidelines to work to. These guidelines
would also be beneficial in negating any alleged foul practise or unreasonable use of force.
Conclusion

As previously explained all internal matters identified will be dealt with internally. Again this decision
was made at an early stage therefore following this direction the enquiry concentrated on the more
serious allegations. Statement and interviews were not conducted in relation to procedural concerns.

In relation to the

cident whereby

back and his hea

lleged that he had his arm placed up his

the floor when in secure

has not disclosed this incident. There is

no complaint and no further action will be taken.

as since requested that he withdraw his allegation towards
He has stated
that he has not been put under any pressure fro
or any other member of staff to with draw this
complaint. He maintains that the incident occurre

plained, however he likes

nd gets on

well with him and it is not the type of behaviour he associates wit
Incident involving

and

has given an account whereby he was taken by surprised and reacted to being struck on the
His immediate reaction was defensive a pushing away movement which hit
in the head, although he will say that it was quite forceful.
will corroborates this. An entry was also made in the incident log b
and
countersigned b
The statement recorded fro
, and th
brothers will say that
truck
twice in the back of the head with a Karate style punch. There are ambiguities and possibly a bit of
colluding in these statements. For example
has alleged that he hear
hreaten
before
striking him however other witnesses have

mentioned this.

The investigating officer is of the opinion that no further action be taken in respect of
LI l OP
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offence as not been proved beyond reasonable doubt and also the fact the witnesses supporting
to their previous convictions will not make ideal witnesses. This cannot be said about

Incident involving

ue

nd

has stated that he was supervising

in secure along with

He was also concerned

by
behaviour with regards to threats he had made towards another pupil. When
rushed out of
the room
mmediately followed him believing that an incident was about to occur. He then
made an immediate decision to prevent any trouble by restraining

He is adamant that he did not grab hold of
testicles.
cannot say categori
had
by the testicles although he believes he did due to
demeanour
say tha
had hold of his testicles as opposed to the hold described b
annot recall any incident involving
nt? It would be fair to say that had

will

and
ave put
had any worries regarding his brother he would

have certainly made them know.

In relation to witnesses
and
both were reluctant to impart information. Maybe this was
due to being put in a situation whereby they did not want to seen to get another member of staff in
trouble. They only came forward to assist with this enquiry upon hearing that a police investigation was
to be undertaken.

They never entered this incident in the daily log and made no mention of the incident to senior staff.
Although they have said that
behaviour was inappropriate they made no effort to bring it to
the attention of the management or
It could pose the question, did they at the time consider the
incident to be as serious as they do now. Has it become more serious in their eyes due to the police

involvement? There is the possibility that they could be discredited on this point alone.
In relation to
his background and criminal record is likely to be questioned in relation to his
reliability as a
ess. He is currently on remand at Les Chenes pending his appearance at the Royal
Court. He is also being investigated in relation to a serious incident whereby he was involved with
others in threatening a member of staff at Les Chenes School, with a metal table leg before making good
his escape.

violent behaviour on this occasion would add support to the decision taken b
when
nting what he perceived to be a likely out break of violence between
and another pupil.
has nothing relevant on his disciplinary record throughout his twenty-seven year teaching
career. He has a strong character and he has been described when teaching as firm but fair.

as

stated that the action by
n
as more to do with a power trip than that of a sexual nature,
the investigating officer would concur that this is not a sexually motivated incident.

Lll OP
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Has

ommitted an assault?

ill contest this on the grounds that he is employed in an

environment where the inmates have

s to be violent and therefore need restraining, more so

when working in secure. It will also bring into question the policies at Les Chenes whereby staff are
supervising potentially violent children without the necessary training as in this case with

as described how he restrained
as he perceived an outbreak of violence. As explained he
is not trained in restraint therefore he has used a technique that he believed would work. I
account is to be believed again has he committed an assault. He was still preventing what he perceived

to be an outbreak of violence. Either way

restrained

without hurting him and returned him

safely to secure.

As the investigating officer I respectfully request that this report be forwarded to the Police Legal
Advisors for direction in concluding this enquiry.

Lll 0P
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